Optically detected cyclotron resonance of GaAs quantum wells: Effective-mass measurements and offset effects
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We have detected cyclotron resonance in a series of undoped GaAs quantum wells by modulating the photoluminescence intensity with far-infrared radiation. The conduction-band mass was measured for different quantum-well widths, and good agreement with a simple formula based on k · p theory is achieved. An offset was observed in the cyclotron-resonance energy, strongly dependent on well width. The interpretation is that monolayer-width fluctuations localize the carriers, giving an additional binding energy to the cyclotron-resonance transition.

I. INTRODUCTION

In optically detected cyclotron resonance (ODCR), resonant absorption of long-wavelength radiation is detected through its effects on the photoluminescence intensity. It has been recently shown that the power output of a far-infrared laser is sufficient to give large ODCR signals in bulk semiconductors.\(^1,2\) This allows measurements in high magnetic fields to be made. Although the ODCR mechanisms are not that well understood, it is now clear experimentally that the ODCR technique can be much more sensitive than straightforward absorption experiments.\(^3,4\) Furthermore, ODCR allows cyclotron-resonance measurements to be made on undoped material, and also it is hoped that it will be possible, in the far infrared, to optically detect both electron and hole resonances in the same sample.

In this paper, we report ODCR measurements on a series of GaAs quantum wells. The conduction-band mass was measured as a function of well width, and the data agree well with a simple formula based on k · p theory, as derived by Ekenberg.\(^5\) A further result concerns an offset in the cyclotron-resonance energies. The offset is the cyclotron-resonance energy when the magnetic field is extrapolated to zero. We find that the offset is strongly dependent on well width, scaling as dε/dL where ε is the electron confinement energy and L the quantum-well width. We explain how this shows that the offset is caused by the localization of electrons by monolayer width fluctuations.

The advantage of the ODCR technique for this experiment is that we could use undoped samples. This allows the effective mass to be compared to flat band calculations, and makes the interpretation of the offset effect unambiguous. For doped samples, band bending must be taken into account, and the interpretation of the offset effect is confused in this case because the potential from the ionized donors can also localize electrons in the quantum limit.

ODCR from two GaAs quantum wells has been previously reported by Ahmed et al.\(^4\) However, these authors used only a single cyclotron energy, and so did not observe an offset effect, which we report here.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

ODCR requires two light sources: one in the near-infrared or visible region (to excite the luminescence), and one in the far-infrared or microwave region. In our case, we used a 3-mW solid-state laser diode operating at 670 nm, and an optically pumped molecular gas laser for the far infrared. All measurements were made with the sample at ~2.2 K in an 18-T superconducting magnet.

The 670-nm radiation arrived at the sample by means of one arm of a bifurcated fiber bundle; the second arm was used to collect the luminescence. The power density at the sample was ~ 5 mW cm\(^{-2}\), which gives an estimated carrier density in each quantum well of < 10\(^6\) cm\(^{-2}\). This is very small compared to typical doping concentrations of ~ 10\(^{11}\) cm\(^{-2}\). The luminescence was dispersed with a 0.5-m spectrometer, and detected with a GaAs photomultiplier tube.

The far-infrared radiation travelled through a light pipe and then through two 45° reflections underneath the sample, so that the far infrared was incident on the sample substrate. The throughput of the far infrared was continuously monitored with a bolometer placed next to the fiber bundle. We used about ten methanol (or deuterated methanol) far-infrared lines, with wavelengths between ~300 and 70 μm.
TABLE I. The well widths, measured masses, measured confinement energies, and the calculated masses. The calculated masses come from Eq. (2) using $m_e^* = 0.0665$ and the measured confinement energies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>G50</th>
<th>G57</th>
<th>G51</th>
<th>G55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width* (Å)</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>112.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured $m^*$ ($\times 10^{-3} m_e$)</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured $\varepsilon$ (meV)</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m^*$ from measured $\varepsilon$ ($\times 10^{-3} m_e$)</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* X-ray measurements (Ref. 6).

*b* Reference 9.

*c* Reference 7.

The samples for the experiment were high quality GaAs quantum wells, grown at Philips, Redhill. Each is a multiquantum well, consisting of 60 nominally identical GaAs/Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As wells. Extensive characterization details can be found in Orton et al. The sample well widths are listed in Table I. The samples have been previously used for interband magneto-optic experiments which confirm that they are of high quality. Also, the 25.7-Å sample was used in a pump-probe experiment, in which electrons were excited with a red light-emitting diode, and cyclotron resonance detected by far-infrared photoconductivity.

### III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the photoluminescence and the ODCR signals as a function of detection energy for the 56-Å quantum well at the resonance field. The ODCR spectrum roughly follows the derivative of the photoluminescence spectrum. The overall ODCR response, integrated over energy, is positive (i.e., the far-infrared increases the photoluminescence intensity). Curves similar to Fig. 1 were obtained away from resonance, but with a smaller ODCR signal. The form of ODCR in Fig. 1 could be caused by carrier heating, or some form of carrier delocalization, both of which could enhance the photoluminescence on the high-energy side of the peak. The integrated ODCR signal was at best +1.0% with our strongest laser line, 118.8 μm. Most of our data were taken with fairly wide spectrometer slits, with resolution comparable to the diamagnetic shift of the luminescence peak at high magnetic field, so that we did not need to continually adjust the detection wavelength when sweeping the field. Such an ODCR trace is shown in Fig. 2 from sample G51, taken with the 118.8-μm far-infrared line. The prominent peak is the electron cyclotron resonance. The peak is fairly broad (half width 0.3 T) and this is largely caused by well-to-well fluctuations in the well width. Figure 2 shows also that the background response, which is quite large at zero field, decays rapidly in the first few tesla, but returns at high field to approximately the zero field level. The background was less noticeable at wavelengths longer than ~ 150 μm. Unfortunately, we could not observe any cyclotron resonances from sample G50, the 25.7-Å well sample. An ODCR signal was observed only for short wavelengths (e.g., 70.5 μm), but it consisted of only the background response without any resonant features. It is not clear why this should be, as the 25.7-Å sample is certainly of high quality. Experimentally, our results are consistent with those of Ahmed et al. who could also find no

![FIG. 1. Photoluminescence (PL) and optically detected cyclotron-resonance (ODCR) signals vs detection energy for sample G57, a 56-Å GaAs/Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As quantum well. The ODCR was carried out with far-infrared wavelength 118.8 μm. The field, 6.04 T, is the field for electron cyclotron resonance.](image1)

![FIG. 2. Integrated ODCR signal vs magnetic field for sample G51, a 73.4-Å quantum well, with far-infrared wavelength 118.8 μm. The prominent peak is the electron cyclotron resonance.](image2)
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ODCR from narrow GaAs quantum wells. It is curious that the pump-probe experiment of Singleton et al.⁹ was only successful for the 25.7-Å quantum well and not for the wider wells, so the two techniques, pump-probe and ODCR, are apparently complementary for these samples.

Cyclotron-resonance data for samples G57, G51, and G55 are collected together in Fig. 3, a plot of the cyclotron energy, $E_{CR}$, against magnetic field, $B$. The data were fitted to

$$E_{CR} = E_0 + E_1B + E_2B^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$E_1$ determines the slope at low field, and hence the band edge mass of the quantum well, $m^* = e\hbar/E_1$. Figure 3 shows how the slope decreases, and hence the mass increases, with decreasing well width. The explanation is that as the well width decreases, the confinement energy increases, giving a larger nonparabolicity correction to the bulk GaAs mass. The term $E_2$ in Eq. (1) arises from nonparabolicity in the quantum-well in-plane dispersion relation. To within our experimental error, $E_2$ was the same for the three samples. The energy $E_0$ is the offset energy. Figure 3 shows clearly how the offset increases for decreasing well width.

The dependence on well width of the effective mass and offset energy are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 contains also the band edge mass of the 25.7-Å sample as deduced from the pump-probe experiment. Note that with these samples it is essential to take into account the offset energy to reliably determine the effective mass. If the mass were deduced simply from $m^* = e\hbar B/E_{CR}$ then large errors would arise. For instance, Fig. 3 shows that if the masses were measured only, say, with $E_{CR} = 7.6$ meV (163 μm), then one would conclude that the mass decreases with decreasing well width.

IV. THE EFFECTIVE MASS

To calculate the effective mass as a function of well width, the confinement energy must be evaluated, and then from this the nonparabolicity enhancement to the bulk GaAs mass, $m_0^*$. Band nonparabolicity arises from interaction of the $\Gamma_1$ conduction band with the $\Gamma_5$ valence band and with the higher $\Gamma_5$ conduction band. Rössler¹⁰ has shown that the $\Gamma_1-\Gamma_5$ interaction must be included for energies more than $\sim 50$ meV above the band edge. This is the energy range here, because the confinement energy

![Graph of Cyclotron Energy vs Magnetic Field](image1)

![Graph of Effective Mass vs Well Width](image2)
is \( \sim 80 \text{ meV} \) for the 57-Å quantum well. Ekenberg\(^5\) has derived both sources of band nonparabolicity and carried that for an infinitely deep well, to first order in the confinement energy \( \varepsilon \),

\[
m^* = m^*_0 \left[ 1 + (2\alpha' + \beta')\varepsilon \right]
\] (2)

where \( \alpha' = -\left(2m^*_0/\hbar^2\right)^2\alpha_0, \beta' = -(2m^*_0/\hbar^2)^2\beta_0 \), with \( \alpha_0 \) and \( \beta_0 \) band parameters from Rössler.\(^6\) Numerically for GaAs, 5.11 \( \alpha' = 0.64 \text{ eV}^{-1} \) and \( \beta' = 0.70 \text{ eV}^{-1} \), so that, for \( \varepsilon \) in eV,

\[
m^* = m^*_0 \left[ 1 + 1.98\varepsilon \right].
\] (3)

Ekenberg\(^5\) showed also that in the case of a finite well, Eq. (2) still applies, providing that the penetration of the wave function into the barriers is small. Numerically, Eq. (2) works well for a 50-Å GaAs/Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)As quantum well compared to a theory that also includes the effects of the boundary conditions at the interfaces.\(^5\)

To test Eq. (2) we have also measured the confinement energies \( \varepsilon \). This eliminates any errors in the calculation of \( \varepsilon \) which would arise through uncertainties in the actual well widths. There are also problems in the effective-mass approach, in that there is no unique choice for the envelope function boundary conditions, and different choices can give significantly different results. For instance, Ekenberg\(^5\) considered three different boundary conditions, which, for a 50-Å well, give confinement energies differing by as much as 14 meV in a confinement energy of \( \sim 75 \text{ meV} \). The confinement energies \( \varepsilon \) were evaluated from the photoluminescence peak position \( E_{\text{PL}} \), the exciton binding energy \( E_B \), the GaAs band gap \( E_g = 1.519 \text{ eV} \), and the heavy-hole confinement energy \( E_{\text{HH}} \):

\[
\varepsilon = E_{\text{PL}} + E_B - E_g - E_{\text{HH}}.
\] (4)

\( E_{\text{PL}} \) was measured in our experiment; \( E_B \) is known from photoluminescence experiments by Moore, Dawson, and Foxon\(^12\) on these samples, \( E_B \) being deduced from an observation of 2s exciton recombination; and \( E_{\text{HH}} \) was calculated using the x-ray widths.\(^6\) \( \varepsilon \) is determined to about \( \pm 3 \text{ meV} \) error. The values of \( \varepsilon \) are listed in Table I, and from these values we have calculated the masses from Eq. (2), also listed in Table I. The calculated masses can be compared with the experimentally measured points in Table I, and in Fig. 6, a plot of \( m^* \) versus \( \varepsilon \). The theory can be seen to give a good fit to the experimental data.

Figure 6 shows that we have a linear variation of \( m^* \) with \( \varepsilon \), but with a gradient slightly steeper than Eq. (2) predicts. The residual discrepancy could be caused by a number of factors, such as the omission of polaron enhancements in the theory, an error in the GaAs nonparabolicity at rather high energies above the band edge, or some additional error in the experimental data points. The polaron effect is known to be stronger in an ideal two-dimensional system than in an equivalent three-dimensional system,\(^13\) but this is not obvious in experiments on quasi-two-dimensional GaAs because of penetration of the wave function in the third dimension (and by screening in doped samples). A strong dimensionality dependence, i.e., a \( \varepsilon \) dependence of the polaron enhancement is therefore not expected. In an attempt to model our data including both band and polaron nonparabolicity, we therefore extrapolate the cyclotron-resonance results of Hopkins et al.\(^14\) on bulk GaAs. These authors fitted the effective masses at low \( E_{\text{CR}} \) to

\[
\frac{1}{m^*} = \frac{1}{m^*_0} \left[ 1 + \frac{2K_2}{E_g} E_{\text{CR}} \right],
\] (5)

with \( K_2 = -1.75 \) (an average of the two spin-split transitions). Replacing \( E_{\text{CR}} \) with \( \varepsilon \) and inverting Eq. (5), we have

\[
m^* = m^*_0 \left[ 1 + 2.30\varepsilon \right].
\] (6)

Figure 6 also includes this expression for the mass, and fits the data very well.\(^15\) For GaAs heterojunctions, Hopkins et al.\(^16\) used Eq. (5) but found \( K_2 = -1.4 \), reduced in magnitude from the bulk value because occupancy of the lowest Landau level prevents the polaron coupling process. \( K_2 = -1.4 \) implies \( -2K_2/E_g \approx 1.8 \text{ eV}^{-1} \), which is essentially the same as Eq. (2), the difference being caused by the isotropic conduction band used in the derivation of Eq. (5). For the present case, the carrier concentration is so low that the polaron is not screened. It is likely then that the small discrepancy with Ekenberg’s theory in Fig. 6 is caused by the polaron effect.

Figure 4 is a plot of \( m^* \) versus quantum-well width \( L \). The solid line shows Eq. (2) using \( \varepsilon \) calculated with the three-band Kane model,\(^17\) with the boundary condi-

![FIG. 6. A plot of measured effective mass vs measured electron confinement energy for the 56-, 73.4-, and 112.5-Å quantum wells. The data are modeled according to \( m^* = m^*_0 \left[ 1 + k\varepsilon \right] \) with \( k = 1.98 \text{ eV}^{-1} \) (solid line) from the theory of Ekenberg (Ref. 5 and Eq. (2)), and with \( k = 2.30 \text{ eV}^{-1} \) (dashed line) from the cyclotron-resonance results on bulk GaAs of Hopkins et al. (Ref. 14 and Eq. (5)).](image-url)
tions of Bastard. The $L$'s of the data points plotted in
Fig. 4 have been adjusted from their x-ray values such that
the Kane model reproduces the measured confinement energies. No more than a one monolayer adjustment was necessary. Thus, for wells where Eq. (2) applies $|2\alpha + \beta| \epsilon \ll 1$, we can conclude that Eq. (2) successfully relates the parallel mass and the confinement energy. For the 25.7-Å sample, $(2\alpha + \beta)\epsilon \approx 0.4$, which is no longer small compared to 1, and so Eq. (2) is no longer valid. However, Ekenberg\textsuperscript{5} considered this sample as a special case and calculated $\epsilon = 205$ meV and $m^* = 0.080$, including the effects of the boundary conditions. These numbers agree well with the measured values of $\epsilon = 198$ meV and $m^* = 0.082$, although this may be fortuitous given the absence of any polaron enhancement in the theory, and given the experimental uncertainty in the well width.

Finally, we note that it is important to include the nonparabolicity from the $\Gamma_7-\Gamma_5$ interaction to model our results. Neglecting this coupling, by putting $K_2 = -1$ in Eq. (5), considerably underestimates the measured masses.

V. THE OFFSET

Offset effects have been observed and studied in ordinary cyclotron resonance with doped samples.\textsuperscript{19–23} The offset energy tends not to arise until the quantum limit is reached, when the electrons (or holes\textsuperscript{22}) condense into the localized states of the $n = 0$ level, and it is this extra localization energy that gives rise to the offset. At lower field more than one Landau level is occupied, and so the effect of the localizing potential is averaged out. Two models have been presented to analyze the offset energy. The first is that the observed cyclotron energy $E_{CR}$ is perturbed from the intrinsic value $E_{CR}^0$ by a constant term:

$$E_{CR} = E_{CR}^0 + \delta,$$

(7)
as for the binding energy of a shallow impurity. Alternatively, one may suppose that the carriers are bound into a parabolic potential within the layers. For a one-dimensional potential $V(x) = \frac{1}{2}m^*(\delta/h)^2x^2$ (with the growth direction $x$) one finds\textsuperscript{24} that

$$(E_{CR})^2 = (E_{CR}^0)^2 + \delta^2.$$  

(8)
The potential that causes this localization phenomenon can arise from several sources; for instance, the random potential from ionized donors, alloy disorder effects, or monolayer interface fluctuations. The potential need not be particularly large, and so can arise even in ultrahigh mobility heterojunctions.\textsuperscript{22}

In the present case, the density of electrons is very small and so we are in the quantum limit for all fields at which a resonance was recorded. The samples are of high quality and are nominally undoped, so there is no ionized donor potential to localize the carriers. The electron concentration is so low that it might be possible for each electron to bind onto a residual impurity in the wells. However, this is very unlikely from the offset ener-
gies. Experimental\textsuperscript{25} and theoretical\textsuperscript{26} studies of donor species in quantum wells have shown that the $1s - 2p_x$ energy increases relative to bulk GaAs, whereas all our offsets are less than this (Fig. 5, compared to a $1s - 2p_x$ energy of 4 meV for bulk). The remaining possibility is that the carriers are bound by monolayer-width fluctuations. The carriers localize in regions of the quantum well where the well is widest and hence the confinement energy is lowest. An offset can arise if the spatial extent of the step (in the layer plane) is larger than the cyclotron radius of the $n = 0$ level. The point is that the cyclotron radius of the $n = 1$ level is larger than the cyclotron radius of the $n = 0$ level and so the $n = 1$ energy is not perturbed as much as the $n = 0$ energy (it averages over a wider area). Hence an offset in the cyclotron-resonance energy appears. A strong well width dependence arises because a monolayer-width fluctuation changes the confinement energy more for a narrow well than for a wide well. This is precisely the trend in Fig. 5, where the offset increases rapidly with decreasing well width.

The cyclotron-resonance data were analyzed using Eq. (7) rather than Eq. (8), as it is not clear how a monolayer fluctuation can be modeled with a parabolic potential. The offset will be at most

$$\frac{d\epsilon}{dL} \delta L,$$

(9)
where $\delta L \approx 3$ Å, which assumes that only the $n = 0$ level is perturbed. This will not be the case in practice, and the offset will be smaller than this because the energy of the $n = 1$ level will also be pulled down, but to a lesser extent. Plotted in Fig. 5 is

$$\delta = \gamma \frac{d\epsilon}{dL} \delta L,$$

(10)
with $\gamma \approx \frac{1}{4}$, and it can be seen to reproduce the data remarkably well.

For this picture to be accurate, the extent in the plane of the well width step $d$ must be larger than the $n = 0$ cyclotron radius, otherwise the electrons would average out the perturbation in the course of their orbits. Also, $d$ cannot be much larger than the $n = 1$ cyclotron radius, otherwise the offset would not appear at all. The lowest field we used was $\sim 2$ T, which implies roughly that $200 \leq d \leq 1000$ Å.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Optically detected cyclotron resonance has been performed on a series of undoped GaAs quantum wells. The results show the following.

(1) The band edge mass for in-plane motion can be related to the confinement energy with the theory of Ekenberg, based on $k \cdot p$ theory. It is important to include the nonparabolicity from both $\Gamma_7-\Gamma_5$ and
\( \Gamma_d^r - \Gamma_d^s \) interactions in the band structure of bulk GaAs.

(2) The samples have monolayer-width fluctuations, extending over \( \sim 500 \) Å, which localize the carriers, giving rise to an offset energy in the cyclotron energy.
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15Hopkins et al. (Ref. 14) measure the band edge mass of bulk GaAs to be 0.0660, whereas Ekenberg takes 0.0665 (Ref. 5). For consistency with Ekenberg’s theory, both curves in Fig. 6 use 0.0665.